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Mar Glissey

Introdu tion

Given a set S of obje ts, alled a s ene, the rayshooting problem asks, given a ray, what is the rst
obje t in S interse ted by this ray. A popular approa h to speed up ray-shooting queries is to onstru t a spa e de omposition su h as a quadtree in
2D and an o tree in 3D. The query is then answered
by traversing the leaves of the tree as they are interse ted by the ray, and for ea h ell in turn, testing
for an interse tion between the ray and the subset of
obje ts interse ting that ell. In this paper, the only
obje ts we onsider are simpli es (points and segments inside the unit square [0; 1℄2 in R2, or points,
segments and triangles inside the unit ube [0; 1℄3 in
R3). We denote the tree by T in either 2D or 3D,
and use the notation Q for quadtrees spe i ally,
and O for o trees.
The following ost measure was introdu ed by
Aronov et al. [1℄ for the purpose of predi ting the
traversal ost of shooting a ray in Rd, while using
a quadtree (for d = 2) or an o tree (for d = 3) to
store S :
X
( + jS \ j)  d 1 (); (1)
S (T ) =
2L(T )

where L(T ) is the set of leaves of the quadtree, S \ 
is the set of s ene obje ts meeting a leaf , and
d 1 () is the perimeter (if d = 2) or surfa e area
(if d = 3) of . The oeÆ ient depends on the
implementation, and models the ratio of the ost of
the tree traversal (per ell) to that of a ray-obje t
interse tion test (per test).
When S is xed, we simply denote the ost by
(T ). If we assume the ost of nding the neighboring ell meet by a ray is bounded by , then this ost
fun tion provably models the ost of nding all the
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obje ts interse ted by a random line, with respe t
to a rigid-motion invariant distribution of lines [1℄.
We wish to onstru t trees with as low a ost as
possible. We rst give (Lemma 1) a lower bound on
the in mum M (S ) of the ost of any quadtree, for
any given S . We then examine several algorithms
whi h do, or don't, give guaranteed optimal ost, or
bounded approximation ratio. Our main result is
that the 3-lookahead greedy algorithm (introdu ed
below) produ es quadtrees with ost O(M ) both for
points (Lemma 2) and for segments (Lemma 4).
2

Quadtree

onstru tion s hemes

The square is a quadtree that has
a single leaf (no subdivision). We denote it by
Q(empty). If we subdivide this square re ursively
until depth k, we get a omplete tree (of depth k),
denoted by Q(k omplete), and its leaves form a 2k 2k
grid. If only the ells in ident to one edge (resp.
two and four adja ent edges) of a ell are re ursively subdivided until depth k, the subtree rooted
at that ell is alled a k-side (resp. k- orner and
(side)
k-border ) quadtree, and denoted by Qk
(resp.
Q(k orner) and Q(border)
);
see
Figure
1.
This
notak
tion is extended to starting from a ell  instead of
a unit square, by substituting  for Q: for instan e,
the omplete subtree of depth k subdividing  is
denoted by k( omplete).
The subdivision operation indu es a partial ordering  on quadtrees, whose minimum is the square.
Again, this partial ordering is extended to subtrees
of a single ell .
We onsider re ursive algorithms for omputing a
quadtree of a given set S of obje ts, whi h subdivide
ea h ell until some given termination riterion is
satis ed. In parti ular, for points and segments,
we may re ursively subdivide the square until ea h
leaf ontains at most one obje t, or any number of
identi al points, or one segment interse tion point
(and all the segments interse ting at that point but
no other obje t or endpoint of those segments). We
all this the separation riterion, and the resulting
quadtree the minimum separating quadtree, denoted
Q(sep)(S ), with variant where the re ursion stops at
Terminology.

Figure 1: The k-side quadtree Q(side)
(left), a orner Q(k orner) ( enter), and a border Q(border)
(right).
k
k
depth k, denoted Q(sep)
(S ).
k
The \optimal"quadtree may not have nite depth
(it is on eptually possible to de rease the ost by
subdividing ad in nitum), so we let M denote the
in mum of (Q) over all quadtrees Q for S . (As
a onsequen e of Lemma 1 below, M  4 .) Although the depth of Q(sep) is always nite with our
de nition, other termination riteria may lead to
unbounded depth. In order to have an algorithm
that terminates, we an add an extra termination
riterion su h as a depth limit of k. When we say
that a subdivision s heme is optimal, we mean that
its ost when restri ted to depth k tends to M as
k tends to 1. The expression near-optimal will be
used when the ost is O(M ) instead of M . Although
we will not prove it here, taking k = log2 n in reases
the ost at most by a onstant fa tor.
Cost measure under subdivision.
First, we observe that the ost measureP an be split into two
terms: q (Q) = 1P
(Q) =  1 () (the quadtree
ost ), and o (Q) = s2S 1(s \Q) (the obje t ost ),
where s \ Q denote the set of leaves of Q rossed
by s and 1 is extended to sets of leaves by summation. Sin e the quadtree ost annot be less than
4, and the obje t ost annot be less that the total
Eu lidean length of S , we have:
p P
Lemma 1
(Q)  4 + 2 2 s2S 1(s).
In the analysis below, it is useful to keep in mind the
following simple observations: when subdividing a
ell, its quadtree ost doubles, and the obje t ost
of an obje t be omes m=2 where m 2 [1 : : : 4℄ is
the number of hildren interse ted by the obje t.
Note that m  3 for a segment (unless it passes
through the enter of the ell). As the quadtree
grows ner, the quadtree ost in reases while the
obje t ost presumably de reases. Thus a ertain
degree of subdivision may lower the overall ost.
As examples, we ompute the ost of several ongurations.
0.
With no subdivision, the ost of the unit
square Q(empty) is (Q(empty)) = 4( + n).

The ost of a full subdivision at depth k,
Qk
, is at least 4(2k + 2nk ) (this is the exa t value if all the points fall in a single ell of
Q(k omplete)), and at most 4(2k + 42nk ) (if all the points
belong to four ells).
2. It is useful to know the quadtree osts of the
k-side, k- orner, and k-border:
1.

( omplete)

(Q(side)
) = 4 (k + 1);
k

( orner)
) = 4 2k 1 + 21 k ;
q (Qk

(border)
) = 8 2k 3 + 22 k :
q (Qk
3. Let Sn denote n distin t points very lose to
one orner of the unit square, let's say the origin.
After k levels of re ursively subdividing the lower
left ell,1 we obtain the quadtree Q(sep)
(Sn ) whose
k
(sep)
2 k
ost is (Qk (Sn )) = 12 +(n 2 )2 . Whether
this is an improvement for any value of k depends
on n and . In parti ular, Q(sep)
(Sn ) has ost lower
k
than the unit square for large values of k, only if
n>2 .
This example tells us that, to produ e optimal
or near-optimal quadtrees, subdivision strategies
based on the number of obje ts in a ell|like the
separation riterion|must depend on the value of
.
q

Dynami

programming

and

greedy

strategies.

Sin e the previous examples show that the ost measure an be non-monotonous, there is no reason
that simple termination riteria produ e optimal
or even near-optimal quadtrees. The dynami programming algorithm nds the quadtree with depth
at most k that minimizes the ost, whi h we denote
by Q(opt)
(S ) (or k(opt)(S ) if we start from a ell 
k
instead of the unit square). Indeed, either the optimal tree is the square itself, or the root is subdivided
and its four subtrees are also optimal (the optimal
1 Here, `very lose' means always within the lower left ell.
It's then pointless to subdivide the other ells sin e they do
not ontain points of , their ost would be doubled.

S

substru ture property ).

The algorithm starts with
the omplete tree of depth k, Q(k omplete), and performs a bottom-up traversal of all the nodes, while
maintaining the optimum ost of a quadtree rooted
at that node. The de ision whether to subdvide is
made by omparing the ost of the ell vs. the optimum osts of subtrees rooted at its four hildren.
Unfortunately, the memory requirements of this
algorithm are huge for large values of k. We therefore resort to a greedy strategy with bounded lookahead. The algorithm pro eeds by re ursively subdiving the nodes with a greedy termination riterion: when examining a ell , we run the dynami programming within  with depth k (k is
a parameter alled lookahead ). If the best subtree
(opt)
k
(S ) does not improve the ost of the unsubdivided node , then the re ursion terminates. Otherwise, we repla e  by it optimal subtree k(opt)(S )
and re ursively evaluate the riterion for the leaves
of k(opt)(S ). We denote the resulting quadtree by
Q(greedy)
(S ) (or k(greedy)(S ) if we start from a ell
k
 instead of the unit square).
With no lookahead (k = 1), the greedy strategy simply examines whether one subdivision dereases the ost measure. Below we analyze the
greedy strategies without and with lookahead, rst
for points, then for segments.
3

Cost-optimal quadtrees for points

In the sequel, we will use the fa t that a point an
belong to at most 4 ells. In general a point in S an
belong to 1, 2, or 4 leaves. We also allow a point to
be assigned to a hoi e of 3 out of 4 adja ent leaves,
when it sits at the enter of a ell of the quadtree
(the intent is to model in nitesimal segments). Arguably, the ase of points is of theoreti al interest
only, but has relevan e sin e simpli es are usually
very small in a graphi s s ene, and an be assimilated to points.
We rst examine the simple termination riteria.
Take the example of n points in a orner, Sn , des ribed in our on guration 3. With no subdivision,
the ost is 4 ( + n). With full subdivision to depth
p
k, the ost is 2k+2 + n22 k whi h is at least 8 n
for any value of k. Now the minimum separation
riterion gives a ost of 12 + (4n 3 )2 k (this is
also what the greedy algorithm leads to). For
large
values of n, these are respe tively (n), (pn) and
O(1).
We now argue that the 3-lookahead greedy strategy produ es a near-optimal quadtree for points.
Note that this is not true of 2-lookahead greedy

(simply onsider suÆ iently many points in the enter of the square).
Let S be a set of n points in the unit
square, and let M be the in mum of (Q) over all
quadtrees Q. Then Q(greedy)
(S ) has near optimal
3
ost, namely (Q(greedy)
)
=
O
(M ).
3

Lemma 2

Proof.
The ost of a ell  is ( + jS \ j)1 ()
( omplete)
The ost of a omplete subdivision
3
of
P
1
 to depth 3 is (8 + 8 p2S \ np )1 (), where
np is the number of leaves of that subdivision that
ontain p. Sin e np is at most 4, the latter ost is at
most 8 + jS \ j=2. If  is a leaf of Q(greedy)
, this
3
(opt)
means that 3 is just the leaf , then ertainly
(3( omplete)) is greater than (). Hen e 8 + jS \
j=2  + n, i.e. jS \ j  14 . The only ase when
the 3-lookahead greedy strategy fails, is when the
lookahead says it is wrong to subdivide whereas it
is not. In that ase, the number of points is at most
14 . Then the ost is at most 15 1 (), and be ause
of Lemma 1 this is O(M ), where M is the in mum
ost of all the possible quadtree subdivisions of .
Sin e lookahead only subdivides a ell if it has a
subtree that a tually improves the ost, ne essarily
Q(greedy)
 Q(opt) (where Q(opt) is any optimal2
3
quadtree). Thus every leaf  of Q(greedy)
is a ell of
3
(greedy)
(opt)
Q , and sin e () = O(M ) then (Q3
)=
O(Q(opt)) = O(M ) as well. 
As for nding the optimal quadtree, the question
is still open to know whether for given values of
(and maybe of n) there exists a k su h that the
lookahead strategy yields to the optimal result. All
we know is that if n = 5 and < 1 tends to 1, the
required k tends to in nity. We an also mention
that if any point belongs to at most one ell, then
k = 1 is optimal.
Note that Aronov and S hi enbauer [2℄ have also
and independently proven that Q(AS-sep)(S ) is nearoptimal, where Q(AS-sep) uses a slightly di erent
separation riterion: subdivide a ell whenever it
overs more than one point of S , and also if any of
its orthogonal (resp. diagonal) neighbors has depth
whi h di ers by more than 1 (resp. 2). Their onstru tion is valid only if all the points in S are distin t.

M

2 The ost
is an in mum and may not be a hieved by
any nite-depth quadtree. But for this proof, Q(opt) an
be allowed to have in nite depth. Alternately, one may on(opt)
sider an in reasing sequen e of quadtrees Qk
whose osts
onverge towards .

M

Given a set S of points or segments in
the unit square, and let M be the in mum of (Q)
over all quadtrees Q. The quadtree Q(greedy)
on3
stru ted by the greedy 3-lookahead strategy has near
optimal ost, namely (Q(greedy)
) = O(M ).
3

Lemma 4

The intuition is that points or small obje ts behave well, and the ost of a big obje t is
bounded below by a onstant times its size so it
annot be redu ed by very mu h. Let us look at
a leaf  of the quadtree Q(greedy)
. Assume that
3
among the obje ts in S \ , there are a obje ts
belonging to at most 4 leaves of 3(greedy), and b
other obje ts. The ost of  is ( + a + b)1 ().
Sin e 3( omplete) has ost (8 + a=2 + 64b=8)1(),
whi h must be at least (3(opt)), if  is a leaf
of Q(greedy)
we have () = ( + a + b) 1 () 
3
(3(opt))  (8 + 4a=8 + 64b=8) 1 (), whi h implies that a  14 ( + b). A segment whi h belongs
to at least 5 ells has length atpleast 18 so its ontribution to the ost is at least 2=16.pThe optimal
ost M is then greater thanp + b 2p=16. Sin e
+ a + b  15 + 15b  120 2( + b 2=16), we
have proved that M is at least a xed fra tion of
the ost of , and the lemma follows in a manner
similar to the proof of Lemma 2. 
The separating quadtree strategy does not work
as well for segments as for points, espe ially sin e
it is not able to distinguish between a segment that
barely interse ts the orner of the square and the
diagonal (in the rst ase it is usually good to subdivide, and in the se ond ase it is not). The lookahead strategy is then a true improvement.
Proof.

Figure 2: An example of quadtree: Q(2)
4 ;2
4

Cost-optimal quadtrees for segments

The situation for line segments is somewhat di erent. Whereas the k-lookahead greedy strategy may
yield the optimal quadtree for points for some (large
enough) k, for segments it fails to do so for any k.
Lemma 3 The lookahead greedy strategy does not
always give a ost-optimal quadtree. Spe i ally, for
any k, there is a set S of n segments su h that no
quadtree of depth at most k has ost less than 4( +
n), but some quadtree of depth at least k +1 has ost
less than 4( + n).

Let p = (1 2 m 1 ; 2 m 1), and q =
(2 m 1 ; 1 2 m 1 ) be its re exion about the main
diagonal. Take n opies of the segment pq, and onsider the ost-optimal quadtree Q(2)
k;m of depth at
most k. As long as k  m + 1, the situation is
similar to the ase where pq is the whole diagonal
and the ost-optimal quadtree is the square, as an
easily be veri ed. When k be omes larger, however,
it be omes interesting to subdivide the orners, as
shown in Figure 2. A re urren e shows that the ost
of that quadtree is exa tly


1
m 3
(2)
(Qk;m ) = 4 10 2m 2 2k 3


m+1
1
+4n 1 2m + 2k 2 :

Proof.

For large enough values of n and k, this is an improvement over the square, whose ost is 4( + n).
Thus xing m, one may hoose n and ompute
(2)
k > m su h that (Qk+1;m ) < 4( + n) but
(Q(2)
i;m )  4( + n) for all i  k. 
In this ounter-example, the ratio between the
ost of the optimal quadtree and the ost of the initial quadtree is bounded below by a onstant. Thus
in that ase the quadtree we obtained is a good approximation of the optimal solution. In fa t, this
an be proven for all sets of segments.
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